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PART 1
Syllabus and Evaluation form
### Title of the CD Intervention: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code: GVG2</th>
<th>Duration: 2 or 3 days</th>
<th>Frequency and Duration of Interaction: 6 hrs/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Type of CD Intervention:

- **Training**
- **Workshop**
- □ Round table
- □ Conference
- □ Tutorial
- □ Apprenticeship
- ■ Peer learning
- □ Learning-by-doing
- □ Field work (Local)
- □ Exposure Tour
- □ Technical advice
- □ Networking
- □ Change Mgmt Programme
- ■ Dialogue
- ■ Debate/discussion
- ■ Awareness raising
- □ Mass communication
- ■ Group work

#### Towns proposed for this CD Intervention:

- **Kenya**
  - ■ Bondo
  - ■ Homa Bay
  - ■ Kisii
- **Tanzania**
  - ■ Bukoba
  - ■ Bunda
  - ■ Muleba
  - ■ Mutukula
- **Uganda**
  - ■ Bugembe
  - ■ Kyotera
  - ■ Mutukula
  - ■ Nyendo

#### Target Groups:

Representatives of CBOs and Vulnerable Groups, more than those involved in the GVG1 training.

#### Minimum/Maximum Number of participants: 15/30

If the number of candidates is more than 30, two separate CB interventions will be planned.

#### Location(s) and Number of Repeats at each location:

Two times

---

1 The number of days in 2010 was reduced to two days, but in all evaluations by trainers, facilitators and trainees, this time was felt too short for the subject. Especially the time necessary for group work and for the participation by all trainees is long and important. The shorter the training, the lower the active participation, and the higher the time spent on lectures.

2 The subjects in GVG2 are similar as those in GVG1, but the practice in the training will be totally different, because the background, level, experience and interest of the participants is different. The better the training, the more the participants will influence the contents of the course.
Profile of the Participant:
Participants have a large variety, but the majority will have basic education only. The group includes water vendors, women who use the different water sources, elderly, schools, etc.

Prior knowledge or experience required:  
- Users of (any) water and sanitation

Professional or educational requirements:  
- none

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Learning Objectives of the CD Intervention:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Be more aware of their own position in the town, and the position of other categories of people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Be able to see differences in interest, in needs and in knowledge regarding access and control over the different water sources and sanitation possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Appreciate the wide knowledge that all stakeholders together have and appreciate the specific knowledge of women water managers and users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Be able to negotiate more efficiently for the right to water and sanitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Be able to propose measures to improve social relations and communication between the different stakeholders, conflict management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Understand the empowering impact of appropriate water and sanitation management (economic, political, social and physical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Be able to understand the importance of networking and information sharing and to apply participatory communication methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of the CD Intervention:

Subjects:
- Gender+ -concepts and Empowerment
- Gender and WATSAN: relations between the different stakeholders, power relations at different levels
- Gender, vulnerable groups and the environment
- Gender, vulnerable groups and (solid) waste management
- The own position within the community or town and the responsibility for others
- Advocacy and negotiating skills
- Group dynamics from a gender perspective: networking, information and communication

Didactics:
- lecture
- tutorial
- debate/discussion
- exercise
- group work
- field visit
- field work
- movie viewing
- role play
- individual presentation
- lecturette
- interactive session
- ..................
**GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Assessment:** The course participant will receive a Certificate of Attendance issued jointly by NETWAS and UN-HABITAT upon full and active participation in the CD Intervention, as per the advice of the Resource Persons.

**Profile of the Resource persons:**

Two Gender Experts with practical experience in technical work, able to link the social and technical aspects of water and sanitation management, and experience in the country. They will also be experienced in communication skills, able to involve all participants.

**CD materials:**

- Training materials on Gender and Vulnerable Groups concepts and Empowerment
- Training materials on Gender, water and sanitation
- Training materials on Gender, water and agriculture and environment
- Training materials on Gender, water, waste management and the environment
- Training materials on participatory communication methods, advocacy and negotiation skills
- Photographs, Traveling Exhibit

**Supporting materials:**

- Town map (as prepared in Inception mission)
- The information and cases found during the Inception Phase will provide the details of the training contents.
EVALUATION FORM

Netwas
Gender and Vulnerable Groups
(GVG1-2-3)

Introduction

This evaluation form deals with various aspects of the course. First you will find a few questions related to the period before the course. The questions thereafter are about the course contents and logistics during the course. The last questions are related to the period after the course.

Your answers will help us to improve not only the course itself; but also our services before and after participation in the course.

Please tick / mark where applicable

(Questions related to the period before the course)

1. How did you get to know about the course?

2. How did you receive the course information (letter of admission, curriculum and letter with additional information), direct or through others within your organisation?

3. Was the information received sufficient?

If not, please indicate what other information you would have needed.

(Questions related to the course contents and logistics during the course)
GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

4. What do you think of the length of the course?
   - Too Long
   - Too Short
   - Sufficient

If it is too long/short, what would you suggest be the duration?

5. In this training course what is your opinion about this time schedule?

6. What do you think of the balance between theory and practice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Far too much</th>
<th>Too much</th>
<th>Just right</th>
<th>Too little</th>
<th>Far too little</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:

7. Please try to remember what you expected of this course. Were your expectations met?
   - Yes
   - No

Comments:

8. To what degree, in your opinion, did this course achieve its objectives*?
9. Mention THREE issues dealt with during the course that are of particular importance for your work:

10. What in your experience are the major professional problems in your work which HAVE NOT been discussed sufficiently in this training course?

11. What was your experience of working relations with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Difficult</th>
<th>Distant</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Cooperative</th>
<th>Stimulating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NETWAS-training staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Were you satisfied with the accommodation?
Comments:

13. Were you satisfied with the field trip? (skip this part if not relevant)

- Very much
- Much
- Reasonable
- Not much
- Not at all

15. What would be the KEY WORDS for you to describe the course to your colleagues and boss once you are back home?

16. Suppose we visited your organisation in 3 months time. Would you be able to show us any changes in the way you work as a result of this training?

If yes, which changes will you be able to show?

If no, what constraints do you foresee?

Thank you for your co-operation
PART 2
Programme, notes and examples
GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Training and Capacity Building Component, Lake Victoria Water and Sanitation Initiative

CD Intervention Gender and Vulnerable Groups GVG2
Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action
Trainers’ Programme

Training workshop of 2 days\(^3\) in each of the towns for the CBOs and NGOs, representatives of Vulnerable groups.

PROGRAMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.30-9.15</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Welcome to the participants and, if applicable, to special guests. [Trainer makes sure to know the names of dignitaries.][Explanation of the programme: Trainer reads the programme and invites questions about the process. Issues of lunch and travel costs are explained. One or two participants are asked to make a summary of the day, to be presented first thing on day 2. They will write their notes. They are asked to write down especially what the participants contributed to the discussion, the major points. The facilitator (assistant trainer) writes down her observations of the group process during the workshop. Because this is a very diverse group, including educated and illiterate people, the task for the trainer is to make sure everybody contributes. Illiterate people have a lot to tell and a lot of interest in water and sanitation, as well as in capacity building. Attempts are made to treat all participants equal, and to stimulate the more quiet ones to speak up. The language used in this training is as simple as is appropriate, avoiding jargon and difficult words, more so Programme to be handed out.</td>
<td>Attendance form to be filled in at each day by those who are present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\) If more than two days are available, the same programme can be followed, but more time will be given to participants to contribute from their own experience. This was asked for by the majority of participants and will enrich the training substantially. Because of the short time no field trip is included. If time permits, a half-day field trip is a very learningful addition to this programme.
Day 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.15-9.30</td>
<td>Opening of Training workshop</td>
<td>Dignitary of the town opens the workshop with a small speech. He or she has been invited beforehand, and is informed about the programme, the contents and the objective of the workshop. He or she may officially be part of the MSF.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.15-10.45 | Gender+ concepts and Empowerment          | **Differences between people:** men, women, children, old people, young people, rich and poor, physically or mentally challenged, different ethnic groups, cultures, religions.  
- The participants are asked what they think these difference between people mean for their access to clean water.  
- Where relevant and possible, the trainer asks them to give an example of their specific aspect as it is | Trainer Interactive, Flipchart – standard |

Note 1: Facilitator makes photographs, makes notes, etc.  
Note 2: Encourage participants to write down and/or remember what they see as feasible for their Action Plan.  
Note 3: During the course encourage participants to bring their own examples into the discussion, as long as relevant to the topic of the session.  
Note 4: The facilitator already starts identifying the champions amongst the participants.  
Note 5: Make sure that those who are more literate than others do not dominate the training.
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### Day 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by</th>
<th>material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|      |         | valid in their town or relates to WATSAN.  
• The facilitator or assistant writes the aspects on a flipchart.  

**Gender:**  
Where “sex” refers to the body and everything a person is born with, “gender” refers to the social relations between men and women, the cultural differences between categories of people. Gender interacts with age, socio-economic class, and ethnicity. Gender relations are different in different places and over time. Gender is a dynamic concept, like culture, it changes when the context changes.

**Gender+** means gender and the other power relations: age, culture, class, ethnicity.

Encourage participants to express their own experience with gender relations. When talking about gender and power relations and about the differences between men and women, a lot of discussion will take place. This is very good, but it should be stopped at a certain point, in a sensitive way.

**Empowerment:**  
Empowerment is crucial for development. People who are not empowered are dependent and unable to require the necessary information, and to demand for their rights, and to have control over the resources they need. Empowerment is necessary for all people, not just for women.

Empowerment means that one feels that to be responsible for one’s own life is a strength and better than to be dependent and asking for favours, it means to decide about oneself. Poor people are very strong, to be able to survive with few resources.

Empowerment has four interacting elements, which all four have to be improved, for a person to call him or herself empowered:  
• Social and cultural: self image and overall image in the society; How do you feel about yourself? Can you be proud?  
• Economic: able to follow education, access to
employment, decide about one’s work, one’s income;

- Political: permitted to take part in democratic system and organise one selves;
- Physical: able to resist violence, access to water, sanitation and health care, decide about the number of children and spacing between them.

Participants are invited to give examples of the categories of people who need to be empowered in their town: who are the most vulnerable people in this community, and what can be done to empower them? Many participants will feel themselves belonging to the most vulnerable groups. How do they think about empowerment?

*A relevant example of the Lake Victoria towns.*

Mary (not real name) is a widow and a mother of five children, 2 girls and 3 boys. Mary has many health complications - she is also HIV positive, partially blind and has an incurable stomach disease. All these complications have affected her ability to earn an income, so she has to depend on well wishers for her family’s day to day needs. She is one of the beneficiaries of the UN HABITAT’s rainwater harvesting facility. She received a 6000 litre tank which captures rain water from the roof. When the team visited her she was absent for the most part of the interview. Her two sons aged 13 and 15 years narrated their past experience without and how the rainwater tank had transformed their life, “we used to spend between one and two hours every day after school collecting water. Nowadays we do not go to the river, we do our studies instead. We are happy that besides having enough water for different needs, the water is much cleaner. Since the tank was installed we have never gone to the river”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.45-11.00</td>
<td>Tea-break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11.00-11.45| Gender and Water| Gender aspects of supply and demand of water for drinking and domestic purposes:  
  - Different needs and interests of women, men and children for water; also different for elderly, and poor widows;  
  - Access to water  
  - Control of water                                                                                       | Lecturette | Ppt. presentation |
Day 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Participation in water management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Efficiency: gender division of work versus gender division in decision-making (who does the work and who makes the decisions? Are the different stakeholders asked for their experience and specific skills?)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Effectiveness and impact: those persons who are most involved and have most interest in water need to be involved, even if they are the poor women.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Equity: equal rights of citizens by the country’s Constitution.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sustainability of water demand and supply: maintenance by those who have most interest.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Some relevant examples of the Lake Victoria towns.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>In the secondary towns of the Lake Victoria region, women are the main collectors of water for domestic purposes while their male counterparts are normally engaged with commercial water supply. There is notable competition between these two users (women and the water vendors). In Mutukula, water vendors create such long queues because they normally have many jerricans to fill. This inhibits women who normally have one jerrican from conveniently accessing water. In Kisii, A woman was slapped by a water vendor because she complained and demanded to be given an opportunity to collect just one jerrican of water after having queued for several hours.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>The region has very high prevalence rates of HIV Aids. Those living with the virus are also very poor and sickly. This category of people not only lacks the financial capacity to pay for water and sanitation services, but also the physical strength to transport the water. Rita (not real name) in Bondo lives with HIV AIDS virus and is very sick. Her husband died 3 years ago and was left with five children. Since she is too weak to carry water, she depends on her children, her mother in law or well wishers to bring for her water for her domestic use. This means that in spite of the greater need (necessitated by her health condition) for water to keep up with higher hygiene standards, the household compromises hygiene for other allegedly urgent matters.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 11.45-12.30 | Gender, Waste  | Gender aspects of sanitation: Lecturet Gender and |
### Day 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject and Sanitation</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.30-14.00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>During lunch the Travelling Exhibit, consisting of six posters on Gender and Water in Africa (in English, Luganda and Kiswahili) will be on play, and attended to by all participants.</td>
<td>Travelling Exhibit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00-14.45</td>
<td>Water supply and sanitation For different people</td>
<td>Gender and water supply and sanitation: relations between the different stakeholders, power relations at different levels. The participants are split up in 3 or 4 heterogeneous groups. Each group includes men and women, less educated and well educated participants, those working with hands and Groupwork: Waste module Ppt. presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>those who work at an office, etc. Each group appoints one reporter. Groups discussion to lead to a role-play: • On average which tasks in the household are done by men and which tasks are done by women? (10 minutes) • How does new water and sanitation infrastructure contribute towards empowerment of vulnerable groups and women in your town? (10 minutes) Prepare a short role-play together about the division of work between men and women (15 minutes)</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.45-15.45</td>
<td>Show of role-plays by the groups and discussion</td>
<td>Show of the role-plays by the 3 groups in plenary session (10 minutes each): what do women do, and what do men do? Facilitated discussion about: • the vulnerable groups in the town, who have least access to clean water and who have no toilets • Which groups are empowered? • What can be done to empower vulnerable groups and make them more independent?</td>
<td>3 groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.45-16.00</td>
<td>Tea break</td>
<td>Plenary group discussion about the gender relations in the CBOs, women’s groups, etc. • How does your group deal with the differences between the members? • Do your members all participate? • Does your group get supported by the Municipality, Town Council?</td>
<td>Interactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00-17.00</td>
<td>Gender in the CBOs</td>
<td>Participants are asked to give one example each of what they learnt today, which is new to them and probably useful for their work in the MFS. During closure by the trainer the logistics for day 2 are explained. Make sure all trainees are aware of what is expected from them and what they can expect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.00-17.15</td>
<td>Recap and Closure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>by material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.30-8.45</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Welcome to the participants and, if applicable, to special guests. Explanation of the programme: Trainer reads the programme of day 2 and invites questions about the process. Issues of lunch and travel costs are explained again, if necessary. One or two participants are asked to make a summary of the day, to be presented at the end of day 2. Different persons than yesterday. They are also asked to pay special attention to noting down what participants ask and contribute, the different opinions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.45-9.15</td>
<td>Summary of Day 1</td>
<td>The two participants who were assigned to do this on Day 1, first point, are now reporting their summary of yesterday. They hand their written report to the trainer, to be used for the workshop report. Opportunity for all participants to ask questions and add important points. If there have been points of discussion and perhaps disagreement, which is likely with sensitive issues, the trainer will give all sides a chance to speak and tries to depolarize the discussion, if needed, showing how gender is important and different for every individual, and that people have to decide for themselves, not force an opinion upon somebody else.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.15-9.30 | Recall of names          | Introduction of new participants and also those who were present on Day 1: each trainee is invited to tell:  
  • his/her name,  
  • designation,  
  • organization,  
  • his or her experience with earlier gender training.                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | Facilitator, Interactive                                                     |
| 9.30-10.45 | Gender and Participation | Stake-holders versus stake-losers:  
  • The example of traditional water collection and the current position of water vendors.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         | Trainer, Lecture, Ppt.                                                        |

---

5 See remark earlier about the optimal time span available and needed for this training programme.
### Day 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.45-11.00</td>
<td>Tea-break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00-11.15</td>
<td>Gender, water and the environment</td>
<td>To conserve the environment all people need to be involved, get more aware of the causes of pollution and feel responsible for a clean environment and the future. Our grandmothers and grandfathers already used the Lake Victoria. All people have to make sure that our children and grandchildren can still use the lake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.15-12.10</td>
<td>Group work about Gender and the</td>
<td>Pollution of Lake Victoria and the watershed has different impact on different groups (categories) of people. Each group appoints one reporter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Inclusion of all stakeholders in decision making
- How to make sure that the voices of poor women and vulnerable groups are heard:
  - Homogeneous group meetings as a start: separate meetings for women and for other vulnerable groups
  - Convenient timing and meeting place for women
  - Actively invite poor women to speak
  - Encourage them with respectful communication
  - Address poor women and vulnerable groups to tap their specific knowledge, not as victims.
  - Point at what people can do, not only at what they can’t do.

*A relevant example of the Lake Victoria towns.*

*During a visit to Shauri Yako Primary school in Homabay, a discussion with girls in higher primary school revealed that they were not happy with their sanitation facilities. They complained that they were too small in space and the doors were also very narrow therefore inconveniencing them. Most pupils preferred to use the bush if they were not menstruating. A look at the surrounding area, there was evidence that they were urinating outside. This situation is caused by the lack of involvement of the pupils while designing their sanitation facilities. There were also several other facilities at the community level that are not appropriately or optimally utilized because they fail to respond to user needs.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Environment</strong></td>
<td>Subjects to be discussed:</td>
<td>heterogenous groups, the same as day 1 or different, if the trainer thinks that is better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Assuming that the Lake Nyanza got more polluted over the past 20 years, how did the use of the lake water by women and by men change? (10 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• In which way were men and women differently affected by the pollution of the lake water? (10 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Have you been active in environmental awareness raising in past 10 years? (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How are women and men involved in solutions and measures against the pollution? (10 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• What can the MSF do to avoid more pollution? List practical action steps of what individuals and groups can do to reduce pollution of the lake. (15 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.10-12.30</td>
<td><strong>Presentations</strong></td>
<td>The four groups present the outcome of their discussions and hand in their notes to the reporter of the workshop.</td>
<td>The four reporters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion about the way the participants can contribute to the cleaner environment in their own position and as MSF, taking into account the different knowledge and responsibilities of women and men.</td>
<td>Flipchart-standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If time permist, the facilitator can list specific gender-and-environment issues per town.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30-14.00</td>
<td><strong>Lunch</strong></td>
<td>During lunch the Travelling Exhibit of six posters on Gender and Water in Africa (in English, Luganda and Kiswahili) is on display.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00-14.30</td>
<td><strong>Exhibit</strong></td>
<td>Brief discussion about the Travelling Exhibit, collection of comments and remarks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00-14.45</td>
<td><strong>Networking and inclusion, group mobilization</strong></td>
<td>Inventorise the various aspects of inclusion:</td>
<td>Interactive session by trainer Few ppt. slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How to avoid that certain people are excluded: inclusion of vulnerable groups, women and men;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mobilization of all inhabitants who are involved and affected,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Communication with the Town Council, UN-Habitat and the Water Company.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• How can conflicts be avoided, and If needed, be solved?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Day 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14.45-15.30| Position of MSF in the town          | A Role-Play about the power relations in a different town: Participants take a function, different from their own in real life. Women play men and men play women. Scarves can help to show who is man and who woman. Make sure to say that this is not the exact play of the reality, to avoid that certain people are offended.  
- poor women water users (3-5)  
- tap operator (1-2)  
- water vendors (2-3)  
- MSF members (2-3)  
- Water utility, company (1)  
- Town Council, Local Government (2)  
- Health Officer (1)  
- Other government officials (1)  
- One participant is UN-Habitat (COW)(1)  
- Other town people  
The UN-Habitat representative comes to the town and talks with the officials about the situation of water and sanitation in the town. UN-Habitat promises to help solve the problems. The town people, poor women and water vendors want to be involved and tell their opinion. They are encouraged to form a Multi Stakeholders Forum. But does this in fact mean that they are involved in the decision making?  
Preparation 25 minutes.  
Play 15 minutes.  
Second example of Role Play (or skit):  
**The Liberator –Kyotera**  
The liberator skit /role play was adopted from the Oxfam Manual for Gender Training. The questions are as provided together with the answers. It was used to make it easy for the participants to relate with and to understand the complex concept of gender mainstreaming, to feel free to discuss other salient issues on sex, gender, discrimination and vulnerability as well as to review how development approaches are being done in their towns. | Role play by all |
## Day 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUESTIONS after Skit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|          | What did you see?                          | ● A vulnerable woman who could not move from the chair  
● The lady was happy for a short time even with money                                                                                                           |
|          | What did you hear?                         | -                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
|          | Symbol of the woman in Kyotera             | ● The vulnerable groups e.g. elderly, sick, mentally disturbed, orphans, ignorant                                                                                                                     |
|          | The people who gave her gifts              | ● Politicians  
● Good Samaritans  
● Neighbours  
● Relatives  
● Government of Uganda  
● Religious leaders  
● Private sector  
● CBOs  
● NGOs  
● MSF                                                                                                               |
|          | What do the chains represent?              | ● Helplessness  
● Poverty  
● Domestic problems like lack of food  
● Paganism  
● Inability to express oneself  
● Low self esteem, poor self image  
● Dependency                                                                                                           |
|          | Does this play represent a true situation in Kyotera? Give examples of water, sanitation, environment or socially related projects | ● The vulnerable e.g. the elderly woman taking care of great, great grandchildren  
● Root causes of their problems are not addressed  
● No problem analysis was done                                                                                     |
|          | Recommendations/Lessons Learnt             | ● Development that is not engendered is endangered  
● Without participation of the key stakeholders, there will be no sustainable development  
● Development that lasts                                                                                              |
| 15.30-15.55 | Discussion about the Role Play             | Discussion about the power relations and how women and men reacted differently in the Role-Play. After this role-play what can the CBOs contribute to the better communication? And what can be done that the CBOs are taken more |
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## GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

### Day 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>by material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.55-16.10</td>
<td>Tea break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 16.10-17.00 | Gender, water and Climate Change | Vulnerability, resilience and empowerment to adapt to a changing climate and to contribute to mitigation. Position of men and women, rich and poor, in adaptation and in mitigation. Discussion about:  
- the current experience with ongoing effects of climate change: more droughts? More and heavier rains?  
- what can be done in your town? | Ppt. slides |
| 17.00-17.15 | Recap and Closure                  | Participants are asked to give one example each of what they learnt today, which is new to them and useful for their work in the organisation. During closure by the trainer the logistics for follow-up are explained. Make sure all trainees are aware of what is expected from them and what they can expect in the future. Thank the participants for their active participations. |             |

**Handouts to participants:**
Participant Guide
PART 3
Powerpoint Presentation
SLIDE PRESENTATION

This slide presentation is not meant to be followed sentence by sentence. The facilitator will adapt the slides and use them as she/he thinks is appropriate for the group of trainees. The number of slides to be used for this target group of GVG2, should be as small as possible. This is up to the Facilitator/Trainer to decide and to adapt to the level of participants. In any case, the participants should not try to read longish texts. Most time should be used for discussions. Nevertheless the contents of most of the slides is relevant for the participants, the form is not suitable.

At the end of this 39 slides presentation, a simple slide presentation is included, for which the same is true.

GVG2:
Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation:
Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Gender and Vulnerable Groups 2010 – 2011
Capacity Building for Improved Water and Sanitation Delivery in Secondary Towns in the Lake Victoria Region
Slide 1:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and how people are different**

**Gender**

– Gender versus sex
  – Sex is about the biological differences between men and women, where one is born with
  – Gender is about all other differences and relations
– Some people are higher than others and have more power
– Social and cultural:
  – Different interests: what you need
  – Different skills and knowledge: what you can do
  – Different tasks and responsibilities: what you have to do
– Interacts with age, tribal group, poor or rich, etc.
– Depending on place, time, culture

Slide 2:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and how people are different**

**Gender**

– *Changeable*:
  – gender relations change over time,
  – all cultures change over time
– Development brings change
  – change is different for women than for men
  – Change is different for poor than for rich

Use broad meaning of gender = *gender*+

*gender* + *age* + *ethnicity* + *rich or poor* + *religion* +
*ability* + *vulnerability*
Gender and how people are different

Gender ideas in all people’s minds
  Ideas and convictions about men and women
  Learnt by parents and surroundings
  Often unaware
  Often seen as natural and prescribed by religion
  Everybody in their position knows how they should behave
  But don’t always behave like they should
  Crucial in sanitation: many taboo subjects
  Change of gender mindset is difficult
  but not impossible

Gender and how people are different

Gender can change and does change, like culture

• if people themselves want it to change
• if there is an urgent need felt by all for example:
  • overpopulation or even population explosion
  • epidemic: HIV/Aids
  • other demographic changes: for example by war
  • convincing leaders (political or religious)
GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Gender and how people are different

Empowerment:
Consists of four parts:
• Social empowerment
• Economic empowerment
• Political empowerment
• Physical empowerment

Gender and how people are different: Empowerment

• Social empowerment
  – How do I see myself?
  – My status in society, as person
  – How does the society see my group? (women, minority)?

• Economic empowerment
  – Can I go to school?
  – Is there work for me I like?
  – Will I get the same income as someone else?
  – Can I decide where to spend my income on?
Gender and how people are different: Empowerment

- Political empowerment
  - Am I free to join a group? (WUA, women’s groups);
  - Can I take part in elections by voting, and by standing as candidate?
  - Am I asked for my opinion about new developments?

- Physical empowerment
  - Can I decide how many children I will have, and when I will have them?
  - Do I have access to proper healthcare (doctor, clinic, hospital)
  - Do I have access to clean water, which I can afford?
  - Do I have access to sanitation (toilet, sewage system)
  - Can I resist violence?
  - Are my surroundings safe and secure?

Empowerment:
- Groups and individuals (not only women) who are at the lower side of the society, empower themselves, if they are convinced, and if they are able
- They can be helped by convincing them and by giving them support for change:
  - education: high quality education which increases opportunities
  - improved laws and regulations
  - access to water, sanitation and healthcare

- Outsiders cannot empower others, for example Muslim women empower themselves following their own needs and values and strategy
- Empowerment means to be proud of the own identity

Gender and Vulnerable Groups 2010 – 2011
Capacity Building for Improved Water and Sanitation Delivery in Secondary Towns in the Lake Victoria Region
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Slide 9:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

Gender and Water for drinking, washing and cleaning

- Mainly women's work
- Women are responsible for water in the house: Clean water is often far away or not available
- Women are responsible for a clean house
  - need much water to clean and wash
- Women are responsible for health of family: especially of children
  - Less time to earn money
- Women have to care for the sick and the elderly
- Women menstruate, get pregnant and give birth: more vulnerable
  
*Because of women’s task in water provision they know much about the local water situation: it is efficient to utilise that knowledge*

Slide 10:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

Gender and Water for drinking, washing and cleaning

Who does the work? Who makes the decisions?

- Privatisation of water supply: need to pay for water
  - Can I afford to pay for the water?
  - Can I use the time for earning an income
- Water vendors now start to dominate the water sources: women need to pay.

Less control over the water sources and water supply:

*Need for women and vulnerable groups to take part in decision-making institutions*
Slide 11:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Water for drinking, washing and cleaning**

[Images of people carrying water containers]
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Slide 12:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Cleanliness**

Women, men and children need different sanitation facilities

**Toilets:**
- Is a toilet available near by for my use?
- Is it suitable?
  - for physically handicapped,
  - for elderly women,
  - for elderly men,
  - for girls,
  - for women in reproductive age, etc.

**Cleaning:** who keeps the toilets clean? Payment? Efficiency of use

Special needs of women during disasters (floods, droughts, wars)
Slide 13:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Cleanliness: Solid Waste**

- Solid waste is a danger to health of the town, of the house and of the most vulnerable persons;

- Solid waste management, such as recycling offers good economic opportunities for poor women (and poor men);

- Solid waste is to be turned from a danger into an opportunity, making use of skills of vulnerable groups

- Women are often good moderators and treasurers in groups for economic activities.

---

Slide 14:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Sanitation**

**Efficiency:**

To do more with fewer resources:

- make use of all available knowledge, capacity, human resources, all people

- involve those who do certain tasks, which others don’t do or know about, think of the division of tasks

- give training to those who are in a position to use it.
Slide 15:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation:**
**Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Sanitation**

**Effectiveness:** for better results

- focus at the right stakeholders
- train the right stakeholders
- involve those who have an interest in your project and activities
- raise awareness of all

---

Slide 16:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation:**
**Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Sanitation**

**Equity:** People have equal rights, but are all different

- Water has been declared a global human right (2010)
- Involve men and women of different ethnic groups socio-economic position, age, etc
- Each group has the same rights, the same say in decision-making.
- Men’s work and women’s work are valued the same;
- Development makes men and women more equal.
Slide 17:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Sanitation**

**Sustainability:**
1. for **technical improvements** to be more durable, lasting and strong:
   - If it is my tap or my toilet, I will maintain it and keep it clean.
   - I can do better after a training.
2. for **attitudinal change** to stay:
   - If the training has been appropriate, I can use what I learnt, and the new skills will not be forgotten.
3. for water management to be **economically sustainable**:
   - If I have to pay for water and for maintenance, then the services must be reliable.
   - Payments should come from men and women, not just from women.

Slide 18:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Water supply and sanitation:**

**Relations between the stakeholders**

Different **power relations** between the stakeholders:
- Who does the work, and who makes the decisions?
- The decision-makers and the users need to communicate for good decisions.
- The users need to convince the decision-makers of their knowledge, skills and needs

*Much evidence exists – qualitative and quantitative - that the more participatory projects are on gender and for the poor, the better and the more sustainable the results!*
**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Water supply and sanitation:** Relations between the stakeholders

International decisionmakers

Local water managers

Are they on speaking terms?

---

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Water supply and sanitation: Participation**

How to make sure that your voice is heard?

- Take part in **homogeneous** group meetings as a start: separate meetings for women and for other vulnerable groups
- Inform the organisers about your convenient time and meeting place;
- Speak when you think your opinion has not been expressed
- Tell yourself that your opinion is important, and that many others, who are not here, feel the same;
- Be aware of your specific knowledge, which you have because of your work;
- Point at what people can do, not only at what they can’t do: poor women are agents of change.

---
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Slide 21:

GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Gender and Water supply and sanitation: Participation

Vulnerable groups need to be heard

Slide 22:

GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Gender and Water and the Environment:

Pollution of lake- and ground-water is bad for:
  - Water in the house
  - Cattle
  - Women who have babies
Depletion of (ground-)water is disastrous
Loss of various plants (biodiversity) is bad for those who herbs, mushrooms, seeds, etc
Dumpsites are dangerous health hazards, especially for children
Slide 23:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation:**

**Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender and Water and the Environment:**

*Gender and Water supply and sanitation:*

**Networking, Inclusion, Mobilization, Communication**

- **Networking** to be informed, to inform others, to share information and resources;
- **Inclusion** of vulnerable groups, women and men:
  - need for extra effort to listen to each other;
- **Mobilization** of all inhabitants who are involved and affected:
  - what can be done to take care of the interests of any particular group that is not well represented in the MSF?
- **Communication** with the Town Council, with UN-Habitat and with the Water Company.
- **Conflict resolution** by transparency and open, polite communication.
Slide 25:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Water and Climate Change:**

**Results of Climate Change are a.o.:**
- Average temperatures rise
- Droughts become longer, dryer, and more frequent
- Rains become heavier, rainy seasons shorter or longer, or turn into torrents
- Decrease in available water, and deteriorating quality
- Crop varieties may get lost in their place of origin: food insecurity
- Certain animals will get extinct
- Pests will spread to areas where there is no resistance
- And many other problems which we don’t yet foresee.

---

Slide 26:

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Climate Change:**

- Vulnerable groups and poor women will find fewer chances to cope with disasters
- Women and children are more vulnerable, women because of reproductive functions,
- Children because of their phase in physical development
- Elder people will have no access to water, fuel, shelter, etc.
Resulting from Climate Change the percentage of the people who become more vulnerable increases. Of that group on average 70 – 80% are women and children. The group of resilient people who can solve their own problems decreases.

---

**Slide 29:**

**GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation:**

**Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action**

**Gender, Water and Climate Change:**

- What will happen in your town in case of floods?
- What happens in case of drought?
- With disasters, all you learned in the course becomes even more important: more poor and vulnerable people
- For adaptation all people need to be prepared for disasters.
Slide 30:

GVG2: Gender and Empowerment in Water and Sanitation: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Gender and Water

Thank you for your participation!
SIMPLER VERSION POWERPOINT PRESENTATION on THE GENDER CONCEPT:

Gender Concept
- Gender vs sex:
  - Sex = biological differences between men and women
  - Gender = social and cultural differences based on relations including different interests, skills, knowledge, tasks/roles and responsibilities

GENDER can change, but SEX cannot change.

GENDER behaviour is prescribed by culture and adapted by individuals

Issues affecting gender - diversity:
- Age
- Sex
- Ethnicity, customs and cultural beliefs, way of life
- Economics: poor versus rich
- Time and place

Gender:
- Dynamic or changeable over time
- Sets roles and expectations
- Sets abilities
- But people will change gender relations if it is in their interest

Gender and Development:
- Development is never gender-neutral
- Development or change is different for women and men, boys and girls
- Awareness creation and felt needs are vital to change and development.

Empowerment:
- Crucial to development
- Involves making informed choices
- Increases independence to operate within one's space (demand for rights, have control over resources)

Water and sanitation for different people/groups
- Vulnerable: Weak, defenseless/helpless, in danger/at risk, poor
- Special peoples and groups: Different, unique in needs and characteristics
- Different needs for water and sanitation
- What are some effects of limited supply of water and sanitation services on vulnerable/special people and groups?

Local water and sanitation infrastructure:
- How involved are vulnerable and special people/groups in water and sanitation: decision making, planning, budgeting in water and sanitation, issues of poverty and vulnerability reduction
- How empowered are they?
- Way forward for inclusive participation
SIMPLER VERSION POWERPOINT PRESENTATION on GENDER and PARTICIPATION and GENDER AND GOOD GOVERNANCE:

Gender and Participation (1)
Making sure that the voices of (poor) women and vulnerable groups are heard.
Achievable through:
• Homogenous group meetings as a start (separate meetings for each group)
• Convenient time and meeting place

Gender and Participation (2)
• Active involvement of disadvantaged (especially poor) women to contribute in meetings
• Effective and respectful communication
• Tapping on strengths/knowledge of poor women and vulnerable groups. DO NOT TREAT THEM AS VICTIMS
• Emphasize what they can do, NOT what they can’t do: positive reinforcement
• Address disadvantaged people and poor women as agents of change

Gender and Participation (3)
Inclusive participation:
• Develop networks to be informed, inform others and share information and resources
• Make extra effort to ensure the inclusion of vulnerable groups, women and men in ALL stages
• Conscious and targeted mobilization of ALL

Gender and Participation (4)
• Ensuring interests of ALL are well represented in the MSF
• Enhance effective and open communication with ALL stakeholders including service providers, local leadership and community members
• Conflict resolution and mitigation

Gender and Governance (1)
Involves the development of policies and institutions to ensure that:
• ALL segments of society have a direct or institutional “voice” in decision making
• The needs and interests of ALL are represented
• Rights of ALL are upheld
• High quality service delivery without fear or favour

Gender and Governance (2)
Issues to be addressed:
1. Institutional policies-existence of and implementation of gender supportive policies achievable through:
   – balance in representation at decision making level,
   – affirmative action
   – existence of mechanisms for accountability for gender equality commitments (eg performance contracts)
   – effective legislation and actions to promote gender equality

Gender and Governance (3)
2. Transparency-including:
   – information disclosure
   – mechanisms for access to information on gender-related issues
3. Stakeholder participation
   – mechanisms for effective involvement of ALL stakeholders (especially vulnerable peoples/groups) in decision making and management of services
   – opportunities for capacity building
   – gender mainstreaming

Gender and Governance (4)
4. Accountability
   – clear lines of responsibility
   – mechanisms to track resource allocation and expenditure
   – effective monitoring procedures
PART 4
Reading and reference material
Traveling Exhibit Poster Gender and Sanitation

Each year, 2.2 million people worldwide die from preventable diseases because of lack of access to clean water and inadequate sanitation. Approximately 200 million people in Africa lack access to safe water and about 331 million people do not have access to adequate sanitation. In a country with 40% of its children suffering from one or more major water-related diseases, these vulnerable women and children, especially girls, are primary collectors of water, and responsible for washing. They are most susceptible to water-borne diseases such as cholera, typhoid, diarrhea, malaria, lymphatic, etc. Gender-sensitive water and sanitation policies in Africa are therefore essential to safeguard the health and well-being of the population, particularly women and children.

Traveling Exhibit Poster Drinking Water and Gender
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Traveling Exhibit: Poster Gender, Water and Agriculture
GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Traveling Exhibit Poster  Gender, Water and Governance
GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

Traveling Exhibit: Poster Gendered Knowledge of Water and Environment
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Sustainable management of water resources provides great benefits to a society and the economy as a whole. Due to their role as the main water gatherers, women have accumulated considerable knowledge of water resources: location, quality, storage, conservation, etc. Generations. It is particularly true for old women, being mainly responsible for water collection and distribution for both productive and reproductive purposes, women are keenly aware of the need to conserve this life resource. They are also aware of the need to allocate human needs and desires with climate and environment. Women's indigenous and local knowledge of water resources and knowledge not to be overlooked and utilized in the management of water for sustainability.

GENDER AND WATER TRAVELING EXHIBIT: Water, Women, Men and Children: Different Users, Different Demands

Maji, Warawamu, Warauame na Waroto: Warumaji Totaviti, Wamajaji Totaviti

Tanzania: Farmers mining water with Kungu/ pegging trenches to water or underground percolate in opening olive crops

MGW: A woman terming water from an underground trenching.

MGW: Woman making water jpeg for reaching the hand waterhole.

Warawamu Katika: Mining water and making a hand waterhole.

Hlalilyo: Mining water and making a hand waterhole.

Gender Knowledge of Water and Environment

Majita Totaviti Katika Warawamu na Wanaume Kehuvi Maji na Mazingira
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Training notes for Trainers

Additional to the notes in the programme and the slide presentation
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Suggestions and options for training Gender and water and sanitation management.

I Understanding Gender

There are different ways to start an introductory session in which the gender concept gets has to become clear. The approach depends on the level, background, gender, etc of the trainees. It always needs to start with brainstorming exercise to gauge the participants understanding of gender, rather than a lecture about the gender concept.

1. One possibility is to ask the participants one by one to give one characteristic of the gender concept. In the end the crucial aspects have to be on the list:

   Hierarchical
   Power relations (relational)
   Social
   Not biological
   Different per location
   Different in time
   Different per age

   Interacting with socio-economic class, ethnicity, age
   Dynamic

   And most important: it can and will change

   “Role of women” will be mentioned often by the participants but needs to be avoided by the trainer. It has to be explained at the end, that all women are different, and so are men. Gender is not only about women. Role denotes something which can hardly be changed. Women don’t just fulfill a role. Role belongs in the victim paradigm, whilst the empowerment of women is not served with such a paradigm. It is true that women are victims in many situations to a large extent, but poor women survive in terrible conditions, and to do so means that women are very strong. This strength needs to be focused on and utilized.

2. The introductory session could also start with the following question which will generate a discussion.

   What in your community defines a woman and a man (Ask participants to list some of the characteristics that define a woman and a man. (Please write them down on a flip chart).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Women’s characteristics</th>
<th>Men’s characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The risk of this method is that it reproduces and confirms stereotypes, whilst it are exactly stereotypes that we want to get rid of. It will be noticed that participants who are already somewhat aware of gender equality get irritated by this question if there is no space to disagree.

For example: a man is physically strong and a woman is not. Well, why then does a women so much heavy work like fetching water, whilst a man only does this if he has some form of mechanical transport or is paid to do so?

II Definition of and difference between Gender and Sex

People often use the word ‘Gender’ as a synonym for ‘Sex’ or even as a synonym for "women" or "female." Explain that gender and sex are not interchangeable.

a. **Sex:**

Sex describes the *biological* characteristics that make someone female or male. Other than these few biological differences, women and men or girls and boys are not different. These biological or physiological differences are created by nature, and are the same in every family, every community and in every country, across time and place.

**Sex is the** term used to refer to a person's genetic, physiological or biological characteristics, which indicate whether one is male or female. It is basically about the biological differences between women and men. Sex, generally speaking, does not change over one’s lifetime, whilst gender changes all the time.

b. **Gender**

‘Gender’ is used in social sciences to explain the way society has been and is creating differences between women and men, and girls and boys. These differences are not the same in every family, community or country, neither across time or place.

It refers to the position a person has in her or his society, in the family and in the country. It also refers to specific tasks and responsibilities that women or men have, and related to the tasks is specific knowledge. Relationships between women and men of different positions are often defined by the society or in the family. In many societies, women and men typical undertake certain tasks and responsibilities. When people are faced with the issues of allocation, such as, who will do what, they may divide them into two important categories, female work and male work. These tasks are sometimes allocated according to traditions and even seen as natural behavior. Nevertheless such tasks change over time and are different in various places. On the basis of this, you find a division of
labour in terms of “women’s work” and “men’s work”, but you have to be cautious in the use of such structuralist terms, because it is important to take into account that women and men incline to follow other interests than their prescribed roles. They will always try to stretch up the space for manoeuvre which they always have, however small.

In the water and sanitation sectors women have more responsibilities worldwide, and these are often very time consuming and heavy.

Gender relations are usually unequal in terms of power and control over decision-making, assets and freedom of action. They are culturally specific and change over time.

Women are daughters, mothers, sisters and wives, as well as friends, neighbours, farmers, colleagues, bosses, etc. They will behave differently in each of these positions. The same counts for men.

### Characteristics of Gender

1. Hierarchical – power relations
2. Relational – socially constructed
3. Dynamic – changes over time
4. Context – varies in area
5. Diversity – interaction between gender and ethnicity, class, culture, age, etc.
6. Institutional – systemic

### III Approaches to Women and Gender and Development

a) Welfare approach: women are seen as mothers and as mothers only. No recognition for all their other work.

b) WID – Women in Development. Women are supposed to benefit from the development process, which is gender neutral or gender blind.
   - Assumed homogeneity of women & neutrality of the development process

c) WAD – Women and Development approach added a women’s perspective to economic dependence theory & analysed role and class relations in development. Separate activities for women, so called women’s components are added to the interventions.
   - Includes work outside household, and asks attention for women’s work.
   - Efficiency is an important factor.

d) GAD – Gender and Development approach does not only look at women, sees various categories of people: different categories of women, and different categories of men.
   - Equality is introduced.
c) **Empowerment approach:** all categories of people need to empower themselves. There are four interacting elements of empowerment⁶:
   - socio-cultural,
   - political,
   - economic and
   - physical.

f) **Victims versus actors** (agents of change): Women are often victims of the environment, of the situation and in a certain context. Nevertheless women are also active agents of change, and must be approached as such. If women are only and always seen as victims, there is no chance for improvement, development and empowerment.

### IV Asymmetric power relations (hierarchy)

**Gender relations**
Relations between women and men are usually not equal, the one person has more decision-making power than the other. Gender division of work establishes gender relations in families and in society at large. These relations may either be based on a relationship of co-operation or of conflict. Gender also describes power structures inherent in these relationships and so comes in the aspect of gender (in-) equality.

**Gender Equality** means that women and men have equal rights, duties and opportunities in all essential areas of life. In situations of equality every person gets the same amount of something.

---

⁶ See for explanation the slide presentation and text in the programme.
Gender Equity recognizes the differences between men and women in different positions, and takes each of them seriously in their own account, their specific needs and interests which will not be equal. Equity denotes fairness and reasonableness, more than equality. It is necessary to understand, why women and men experience the world in different ways, how these differences are made in society, what are the bases of inequality and, as a result, hierarchy in relationships between women and men. More often than not, women are in sub-ordinate positions.

Interests and priorities. There are often strong divisions along the lines of age, religion, class and gender. These power differentials make it difficult for some people to voice opinions that contradict the views of those in power. Power differentials may even affect who participate in specific meetings. Outside officials may invite only ‘community leaders’ (generally men) or those who are associated with leadership according to a specific community, for example a father in a family, a teacher in a school to participate in water and sanitation consultations. This process eliminates the views, interests and contribution of the real users, who are often women.

Community: the word community needs to be used with an adjective and not in place of village, society, neighbourhood, informal settlement, group of houses, etc. The word community could denote a group of people who are all equal and share interests which are voiced by the so called “community leaders” in the interest of all. The reality is quite different. Within such groups of people there are some who are rich, and many are poor, some are vulnerable and others resilient, some have a lot of power, others haven’t. Gender has to do with these differences, whilst the word “community” tries to hide these differences. So from a gender perspective try to avoid using the word community without adjective.

Intra-household and intra-family relations. Some women may find it difficult to speak out in front of their husbands or fathers. They may also believe that discussions relating to family matters (even issues relating to workloads) are not for public forums.

Different constraints to participation. Men and women have different responsibilities and workloads. Women often have less time to devote to new activities. Attending specific meetings may raise problems for women if meetings are set for the times of the day when they tend to be occupied with household responsibilities or childcare or weekly activities such as market days. Additionally, formal or informal membership norms in water and other village or neighbourhood institutions can also deny women the right to participate.

Different abilities to participate. Given gender biases in education, women and men often have varying literacy levels. Men may also have more experience putting their arguments forward to outsiders and feel more confident dealing with new people than women do.
Empowerment is about people - both women and men, but also children - taking control over their lives: setting their own agendas, gaining skills, building self-confidence, solving problems and developing self-reliance. It implies the creation of an environment where individuals, women and men, are enabled to use their capabilities increasingly to take charge of their lives. This is especially relevant for women, who are mostly in subordinate positions. In this case, empowerment particularly aims at a change in the situation of women through their participation in development and decision-making. It is therefore important for organizations to support processes that can nurture self-empowerment of individuals or groups. Empowerment is an interactive process with the following four elements:

a) Socio-cultural: It involves awareness-raising on rights, building self-confidence, and actions to transform the structures and institutions which reinforce and perpetuate gender discrimination and inequality. Expansion of choices and increased access to and control over resources and services is key to the empowerment of women, vulnerable groups such as those with physical disabilities and HIV/AIDS Virus. This element relates to the self-image of people in their subordinate position, as well as how the society as a whole looks at them.

b) Economic Empowerment – this involves increasing incomes of the target groups. The aim is to identify and promote existing opportunities for generating incomes. Water provision can contribute to this by allowing for more time towards productive activities. It is also requires that both men and women are given equal opportunities to economic activities relating to water and sanitation. Economic empowerment includes the right to decide about one’s own income and the type of work one does. Sometimes, the division of labour has huge potential of perpetuating gender inequalities and inequities. The following case of Kochuono Nguono Women groups is clear case where women are denied equal opportunities to economic activities.

Cultural constraints to women’s participation:
The case of Kochungo Nguono Women’s Group
A variety of constraints impinge upon women’s ability to participate in collective action in both centralized and decentralized governance systems. Due to cultural norms and relations between men and women, women tend to lack a political voice. Cultural factors have significantly contributed to
the low participation and unequal opportunities between men and women in decision making and benefit sharing. Inequalities based on persistent attitudes towards gender roles are clearly reflected in the jobs allocated to men and women. In Homabay, the women of Kochungo Nguono Women Group narrated that during the pipe laying project along their village, they were denied employment opportunity for pipe laying even though they had expressed interest. They had been told that the only available jobs were male. It is important to note that women’s economic situation improves when they gain better access to not only water, but also to employment opportunities. Women are willing to do that type of work that for a long time was considered to be ‘male’. For example, construction, laying pipes and digging of trenches among other paid up jobs.

c) Political empowerment – Enhancing involvement and participation. Working with such groups of women and vulnerable people is key in building skills and self esteem through their participation in managing their water and sanitation. For example, affirmative actions are key enablers towards achieving this goal. In democratic systems women generally have more say and more chances to be politically empowered. They can vote and can be voted for.

d) Physical empowerment – Different categories of people have access to clean water in enough quantity not far away from their houses as well as to sanitation infrastructure. This is an important empowering element. Women who can resist (domestic) violence and who can decide about their own sexuality, the number of children they want to have and the spacing between them, have moved themselves towards empowerment.

VI Dublin Principles and Gender issues in Water and Sanitation

Water plays a vital role in relation to human health, livelihood, economic growth as well as sustaining ecosystems. Without equal access to water for all- including for ecosystems - international commitments to conflict prevention, poverty eradication and gender equality and women empowerment cannot be made good. The important role of gender in water management and the women’s contribution in this regard is contained in the Dublin Principles, which are globally recognised as the cornerstone of all international commitments to improved water management. The Dublin Principles were established at the International Conference on Water and the Environment held in Dublin in 1992. The conference came up with the following four principles:

1. Freshwater is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life, development and the environment.
2. Water development and management should be on a participatory approach, involving users, planners and policy makers at all levels.
3. Women play a central role in the provision, management and safeguarding of water.
4. Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognized as an economic good.

VII Key gender issues of concern in water

Given the different responsibilities, women and men have different interests, needs, knowledge and uses for water and sanitation. Women are generally responsible for water collection for domestic uses. As such, in times of scarcity, women suffer disproportionately. In addition, because of the power relations between women and men, women face different participation challenges. The following are the key gender issues relating to water;

a) Inadequate availability – The availability of clean and safe water in the Lake Victoria region is affected by a myriad of factors including inadequate distribution network, increasing water pollution, and extreme event of climate change such as flooding and droughts. This has resulted in conflicts among different users and uses such as water for domestic and commercial uses where cases of conflicts have been noted. Conflicts between women and water vendors have sometimes turned into physical assault where women have suffered disproportionately as a result. Inadequate availability of water has a huge implication on women’s time, people’s health (especially children and women) and household budgets.

b) Inequitable access to services – There is inequitable distribution of water among different groups in each town.

In each town, water is unevenly distributed in space and in time. There are parts of a town (or some estates within a town) that have better access to water than others. For example, in Homabay, residents of Shauri Yako village noted that they hardly get water in their taps, and when it comes it does not even last for a day. In Kisii, some water Kiosks were installed and launched a year to 2 years ago but they do not operate because they hardly get water flow.

As well, women and men do not have equal access to water and sanitation. (Facilitators note: A plenary discussion on some of the factors that affect women’s access and control, e.g., economic power, land ownership, housing issues, power relations, women’s position and how these factors influence the security of their right to water and sanitation, etc). Some of these factors may include the higher poverty levels among women & vulnerable groups; irresponsible technology that inhibits easy access by women, vulnerable groups; control - culturally, women have no control over water resources, etc.
c) **Laws and mechanisms regulating water resources management** – women’s needs are not adequately taken care of in the permitting, allocations and licensing considering. Laws are in most cases gender neutral, they see communities as a group of people with common needs and interests. Policies governing delivery mechanisms should recognise the different user needs/challenges and facilitate access by all users.

In 2007, Kenya Government developed the **Pro-Poor Implementation Plan (PPIP)** for water and sanitation. The PPIP sets out the actions which need to be undertaken by water sector institutions, water and sanitation service providers, development partners and civil society organizations among other stakeholders to streamline their actions towards a national approach aiming to meeting the water and sanitation MDGs. In 2009, Nairobi Water and Sewerage Company in response to this, developed a **Strategic Guideline for Improving Water and Sanitation Services in Nairobi’s Informal Settlements**.

d) **Participation and inclusion of women and vulnerable groups** in decision making at national, local and household levels is generally low. Women and vulnerable groups are mostly excluded from development and decision-making relating to water resources development and management at all levels. It must however be noted that women in particular have gained much knowledge and experience which if incorporated can enhance not only efficient and sustainable management, but also sustainable development.

e) **Privatization of water and sanitation services** – There exists a strong reliance of women on water because of their day to day activities, their tasks and responsibilities at the household and community level. As such, although privatization of water services will affect everyone, women, and particularly poor women are disproportionately affected. They use much less water than they require meaning compromised hygiene, sometimes they opt for unsafe water when they cannot afford resulting to higher health burdens, they travel further distances in search of free water sources increasing their opportunity costs. Women have always enjoyed feeling in charge of water points/sources but privatization makes them loose this ownership which has a huge implication on sustainability of water programmes and projects. In some situations with enough employment opportunities, where women can spend their time in earning an income, poor women are the first who see their interest in getting a piped water connection, for which they have to pay. The water will be cheaper than the water from the kiosk, it will be safer too. They will be enabled to spend a lot of their time earning an income which is much higher than the bill they have to pay for the water.
VIII Key issues of Gender in Sanitation

Sanitation is dignity. It is a key issue of interest to women and men. However, access or inadequate access affects men and women differently because they have different needs and uses for sanitation. Following are the key gender issues in sanitation;

a) **Inadequate facilities** – Most of the sanitation facilities in informal settlements are shared by a large number of households.

b) **Technological options** – are mostly not responsive to user needs. For example, toilet facilities have not been adapted to meet women’s and vulnerability concerns. Poorly constructed and unhygienic structures that are in some cases inappropriately located. Privacy is also a major issue of concern among the urban poor. These issues continue to constrain access by those with special needs.

c) **Cultural limitations for women** constrain their access to sanitation facilities - These cultural factors include taboos that require some categories of people not to use pit latrine or not to share. For example, pregnant women among the Bagandas are restrained from using pit latrines on the belief that it may cause a miscarriage. Where there are not facilities, women and children face higher risks of sexual assault when looking for privacy to defecate. This risk is also increased in the absence of sex-separated facilities.

d) **Physical differences between women and men** such as women’s child bearing and her responsibility for her own and her small children’s health make hygiene and cleanliness much more important for women than for men. With high percentages of death at birth of mothers and babies hygiene for women it is often a matter of life and death whilst for men hygiene is more a matter of comfort.

e) **Privatization of sanitation services** – Has a huge implication on access to services. The poor women and men are the ones who bear the brunt of impacts of sanitation services privatization because it is them who do not own facilities. From group and individual discussions, most of these people were not willing to pay for use of sanitation facilities.

In Mutukula in Uganda, a discussion with a women revealed that women were not willing to pay UG Sh. 100 for use of a toilet. She noted that she would rather buy vegetables. In Bondo, it
emanated from a group discussion that community members were not willing to take micro-
credit for sanitation – ‘Bora Unga’, its better ugali or food in other words.

Another key gender issue is that expenses on sanitation compared to expenses on food, are
usually decided on by men in the family. Since sanitation is more of a women’s issue compared to
men’s, sanitation does not get a high priority. This means that open defecation and flying toilets
continue to be a major challenge.

Privacy: Its even worse for women, who may not to relieve themselves in the open because of
their need for privacy. The search for hidden places exposes women to high risks of assault and
rape.

f) Disability is a key gender issue that needs a special focus. Addressing physical disabilities will help
in relieving burden for women to care for the disabled or make them independent if the user has
a physical disability.

g) Privacy, safety and dignity – Gender issues have much to do with the privacy, safety,
convenience and dignity. Management of menstruation, pregnancy and post-natality requires
separate space for women and girls. People living in homesteads with appropriate sanitation
facilities feel dignified and are socially empowered. More women and girls. Sanitation installation
must take into consideration the following;
• Location – selection of the site must address concerns such as harassment and
embarrassment to women and girls and so: locations must be safe.
• design and construction should be women-friendly (shape, placement of receptacle, overall
construction of cabin, location culturally acceptable, easy handling of toilet/bathing facility)
• separate space for women and girls.

Safe sanitation Aspects

- assured continuous supply of water for toilet and bathing > mental liberation because of physical
  liberation from burden of (often difficult) water collection

- cleaning and maintenance of facility for clean facility, free from pathogens, effectively prevents
  human, animal and insect contact with excreta

- maintenance of cleanliness inside and surroundings of home
GVG2: Community Capacity Building for Responsible Action

- no dilapidated conditions, so nobody need fall into a toilet pit/open toilet or slip on a bathroom floor, for example
- toilet habits, hand washing after latrine affects health
- free from sexual harassment: toilet/bathroom door can close properly for privacy and so there is no chance of entry/assault by intruders
- Applied technology and way of construction needs to include women’s interests according to the local customs, for example a higher shelve which remains clean and where sanitary pads can be put.

IX Gender, water and environment

That the relationship between people and the environment is not gender-neutral became clear in the mid-1980s. It has been proven that women bear the highest costs of the environmental degradation because of their responsibility for providing water to the household, for food, or energy, for health and for hygiene at family and higher levels.

Key concerns:

- Pollution of the Lake and other water resources has a huge implication on access to water for livelihoods, health and household budgets. Pollution sums up to high economic and opportunity costs for especially women who have the sole responsibility for providing water for domestic use. It takes toll on their time as they spend lots time in search of water that still may not be of good quality.
- Polluted water also affects food security as it affects fish stocks in the lake.
- Depletion of (ground-)water is disastrous
- Poor environmental sanitation is disastrous for children and women. For example, dumpsites are dangerous health hazards, especially for children. Women are responsible to look after the sick family members including the children.

Women’s contribution to management and conservation of environmental and water resources has huge potential of realizing results. This can be achieved by enhancing women’s participation and involvement in decision making.
It is essential to reassess the economic, social and environmental functions of water and to recognize and value of women's contribution as users and managers of water resources. We need to consider the sustainability of environmental resources in planning, construction, operation and management of main water projects, to evaluate the social impact of the development of water resources, to re-establish the quality and protection of water resources, and to link water policies with other ecosystem policies from a gender perspective (AWID).

**Gender and Governance**

**Relevance of Gender Issues to Good Governance**

Gender equality is an important goal in itself and a means for achieving development. Development policies and institutions must ensure that all segments of society - both women and men - have a voice in decision making, either directly, or through institutions that legitimately represent their interests and needs. Yet, persistent and pervasive gender disparities in opportunities, rights vis-à-vis the state and public institutions, and voice, particularly limit women’s ability to participate as full citizens in social, economic, and political life. The exclusion of women from full participation constrains the ability of public sector policies and institutions to manage economic and social resources effectively. Such gender-based exclusion compromises the prospects for high-quality service delivery⁷.

**Key issues of good governance**

a) **Institutional policies**
   - Extent to which gender and good governance exist and being implemented within the institution;
   - Gender disaggregated information on key good governance variables including
     - Proportion of women representation in decision making within the institutions. for example, water and sanitation working groups/committees, Water Users Association (WUAs) and Water Resources Users Association (WRUAs) among others
   - Establishment and implementation of and affirmative action on women's equal participation with men as decision-makers – for example the 30% representation of women is recognised in the region. But is it implemented?
   - Existence of mechanisms for accountability for Gender Equality commitments by the organization, e.g. performance contracts.

b) **Transparency**

- Information disclosure – e.g., reporting on performance contracts relating to gender equality and openness about the budget and the expenditure.
- Establishment of mechanisms for access to information on gender and governance. For example, if need arises to scrutinise effectiveness of legislation and actions on promotion of gender equality;

c) **Stakeholder Participation**

- Mechanism for gender and vulnerable groups’ effective involvement in decision making and management of water, sanitation and related development activities. Ensuring affirmative action efforts to promote participation at all levels.
- Capacity building for gender mainstreaming and related capacity.

d) **Accountability**

- Lines of responsibility are clear and if needs be, the
- Mechanism to track resource allocations and expenditures to promote gender equality as an integral part of measures to strengthen the budgetary process.

**XI Gender Mainstreaming Process**

**Gender mainstreaming refers to the process of** making women’s as well as men’s concerns and experiences an integral dimension of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the policies and programmes so that women and men benefit equally and inequality is not perpetuated. To effectively mainstream gender in water and sanitation management, holistic approaches towards water resource development and management must be adopted. The approach must also incorporate issues of environmental sustainability, social, institutional and equity in the processes of decision-making. There are many tools of gender mainstreaming of which just three are described in the following paragraphs

Mainstreaming Gender is a process of including all - esp. by increasing women’s participation - in consultation, management and decision-making regarding sanitation facilities AND in the process drawing on women’s knowledge and skills equally as on that of men. The purpose of gender mainstreaming is that women and men can benefit equally without gender discrimination (GWA).
Key tools of gender mainstreaming

**Gender Analysis** of policies, programmes and institutions to determine the differences between men and women in terms of rights, responsibilities, access to resources, power. Gender analysis seeks to establish the ways in which gender norms (what men and women do, what they have, what they think etc.) are affected by, and reflected in, processes of development and change. The main aim to shed light on areas where commitment and action is needed, for example, the structures of power within a society, institution or any other group; budgetary allocations to ensure gender commitments and needs are implementable; participation; etc.

The analysis is conducted in every phase of the project cycle to see what implication each decision and activity will have on women, men, girls and boys. The different categories of each groups must be taken on board, in particular the vulnerable groups.

Gender Analysis can be time and money consuming. It is important to assess the different impact of an intervention for women and for men, but it must be avoided that technical water engineers and infrastructure technicians are made responsible for taking gender options into account, if these are complicated and demanding specific time and expertise. In such situations it is advised to have gender specialists to look at the impact of the planned intervention, and to involve the different categories of users, by asking them for their customs, their needs, interests and suggestions.

**Various tools: to map – vulnerabilities, capacities, needs, knowledge and activities:** Assesments through:
- Participatory observation
- Interviews
- Group discussions
- Transect walks
- Ranking priorities
- Consultations
- Participatory Action Research
- Documentation Research.

To ensure the participation of all stakeholders.

**Empowerment** – water and sanitation programmes, projects and actions should incorporate empowerment of women and vulnerable groups interventions in order for to enable them gain power and control over their own lives. Empowerment consists of four elements as described above. Empowerment can be used as a tool for assessing the impact of an intervention.
XII Benefits of Gender mainstreaming in water

Gender mainstreaming in water plays a key role in addressing gender and social disparities in terms of equitable access to and control over resources, benefits, costs, and decision making between women and men. This results in:

- **Efficiency**: This is because everyone, both women and men participate and contribute to water management, programmes tap from all available knowledge, capacity, human and resources. Interventions are more responsive - programmes involve those who do certain tasks, give training to those who will use it and more can be done with fewer resources.
- **Effectiveness**: Policies, programmes and interventions are more effective as they reflect the needs and concerns of all groups. Particular interventions are developed with the knowledge of the actual users, often women, who know most about the use.
- **Equity**: integrating gender enables realization of individual rights to water and sanitation. Interests of all are taken on board in every decision.
- **Sustainability**: Participation of women and men in decisions on the type of water service installed, there is more ownership and responsibility regarding operations and maintenance is assumed by all translating into more sustainability. A sense of ownership results from being involved from a start. Often women are more interested in maintaining the new infrastructure and facilities, because if it breaks down, it is still their responsibility to find water and to care for hygiene. It is then more in their interest to ensure that the facilities are well kept and usable for a long time.

XIII Gender concepts

**Gender**: refers to the social attributes and opportunities associated with being male and female and the relationships between women and men and girls and boys, as well as the relations between women and those between men. These attributes, opportunities and relationships are socially constructed and are learned through socialization processes. They are context and time -specific and changeable. Gender determines what is expected, allowed and valued in a women or a man in a given context. In most societies there are differences and inequalities between women and men in responsibilities assigned, activities undertaken, access to and control over resources, as well as decision-making opportunities. Other important criteria for socio-cultural analysis include class, race,
poverty level, ethnic group and age. These aspects interact with gender. If all these aspects and the way they interact with gender are taken into account it is called gender+ or gender-and-diversity.

**Gender Equity** is the process of being fair to men and women. To ensure fairness, measures must often be put in place to compensate for the historical and social disadvantages that prevent women and men from operating on a level playing field. Equity is a means. Equality is the result.

**Gender Equality** means that the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of individuals will not depend on whether they are born male or female. Equality does not mean “the same as” – promotion of gender equality does not mean that women and men will become the same. It means that perceptions, interests, needs and priorities of both women and men are taken into consideration not only as a matter of social justice but because they are necessary for sustainable development processes.

**Gender ideology** is the different set of ideas that every person has in mind about gender relations. Everybody has some idea about differences between men and women, and knows how he or she should behave towards another person, men or women, of certain age, class, ethnicity, etc. This does not mean that the person will actually behave like that. Most people think that their own gender ideology is the logical and even natural way of relations between men and women.

**Equality between women and men (gender equality):** refers to the equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities of women and men and girls and boys. Equality does not mean that women and men will become the same but that women’s and men’s rights, responsibilities and opportunities will not depend on whether they are born male or female. Gender equality implies that the interests, needs and priorities of both women and men are taken into consideration – recognizing the diversity of different groups of women and men. Gender equality is not a ‘women’s issue’ but should concern and fully engage men as well as women. Equality between women and men is seen both as a human rights issue and as a precondition for, and indicator of, sustainable people-centred development.

**Gender mainstreaming**
Mainstreaming gender perspectives in all types of activities (referred to as gender mainstreaming) is a globally accepted strategy for promoting gender equality. Mainstreaming is not an end in itself but a means to the goal of gender equality. Mainstreaming involves ensuring that gender perspectives and attention to the goal of gender equality are central to all activities - policy development, research, advocacy/dialogue, legislation, resource allocation, planning, and implementation and monitoring of programmes and projects. Development of an adequate understanding of mainstreaming requires clarity on the related concepts of gender and equality.
It does not entail developing separate women’s projects within work programmes, or even women’s components within existing activities in the work programmes. It requires that attention is given to gender perspectives as an integral part of all activities across all programmes. This involves making gender perspectives – what women and men do and the resources and decision-making processes they have access to – more central to all policy development, research, advocacy, development, implementation and monitoring of norms and standards, and planning, implementation and monitoring of projects.

**Empowerment** is about people -both women and men- taking control over their lives: setting their own agendas, gaining skills, building self-confidence, solving problems and developing self-reliance. No one can empower another: only the individual can empower herself or himself to make choices or to speak out. However, institutions including international cooperation agencies can support processes that can nurture self-empowerment of individuals or groups.

**Women Empowerment** concerns women gaining power and control over their own lives. It involves awareness-raising, building self-confidence, expansion of choices, increased access to and control over resources and actions to transform the structures and institutions which reinforce and perpetuate gender discrimination and inequality.
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One Sunday afternoon, Pauline is attending her shop set out on a wooden rack. She sells fruits, vegetables, dried fish, batteries, charcoal and everything else a normal household in this small town in Western Uganda would need daily. A few metres away, a water standpost can be seen, with three taps and a platform looking suspiciously dry. For the past eight months she has been the official water tap operator selling the water and keeping accounts. She sells the water from the standpost at Ush 100 (4.6 US dollar cents) per jerry can of 20 litres. The main tap at the back, where the water meter is visible, is broken. Pauline says that it is of poor quality, and that most of the other taps have this same problem. Taps at the front have already been replaced five times. She is now waiting for the plumber who is at the same time her contact person and tenderer at the Town Hall.

Broken standposts and water vendors

With this water standpost and the other five in town not working, most people without a home connection depend once again on the water vendors, young men who fill their jerry cans in an open waterhole at the low end of the town. They walk from stone to stone to sit on one in the middle of the water hole, to get the relatively clear but untreated water and fill six jerry cans at once. They tie them on their rickety bicycles and cycle up, which is quite heavy work. The vendors bring the water to the doorsteps and charge Ush 200 (9.1 US dollar cents) for 20 litres.

In the town it is often said that the taps are vandalised at night. The Multi Stakeholders Forum, organised for the UN-Habitat's programme Lake Victoria Water and Sanitation Initiative (LVWATSAN), also mentions the continuous vandalising of the taps, which renders this new form of water supply meant for poor people rather ineffective. The water vendors are mentioned as the culprits who break the taps, so as not to lose their customers. Pauline does not directly accuse the water vendors of vandalising the tap stands; she is not there at nights to see it happen.
The Gender and Water Alliance (GWA) takes part in the interdisciplinary inquiries in the town, and some of the stakeholder categories are asked to tell their stories and issues.

The view from the waterhole

The next day the inquiry team walks to the waterhole and finds some water vendors there, filling their jerry cans and fixing their cycles, some more come racing down the slope, to come to a squeaking halt with obviously bad brakes. One of them specialises as the cycle repairer.

Their point of view throws a different light on the situation. Each vendor has to pay the town council for a licence, a daily fee for the cycles and a fee for the cans to a person called the tenderer. They work hard and people prefer their water to that from the taps. Their water tastes better, uses less detergent when washing, and does not leave a coloured film after boiling. Still, they are not respected; on the contrary, they are despised in the town. Whenever there is an accident, not unthinkable seeing how they race down the road, they are always blamed, and never the other person. There have been some problems with harassment of women, but now the vendors say they have rules and one, called the defence vendor, keeps order within the group. They have no other opportunities of making a living, and are not very happy with the new water infrastructure brought by the UN-Habitat programme, such as the water standposts. When asked what they think about the vandalising of the taps, they all laugh. One says, “even though the system is highly protected we are all interested in it breaking down.” They have not been asked to perform as tap operators, and would like to have such a job.

We had difficulty in finding women water users to ask their opinion, firstly because they all are very busy, and secondly because many do not feel secure enough to get water at the waterhole themselves. All the stones are occupied by young men, talking their young men talk, embarrassing the women, and even touching them and hitting them jokingly with their cans. The vendors may be proud of their rules but women see this differently. In the end even
women who are poor and would prefer to carry the water themselves decide to buy the water from the vendors whenever they can, to avoid the harassment.

This is the context in which the partners of the LVWATSAN Capacity Building programme do their inquiries to develop a tailor made training and capacity building plan for each of the ten towns of the programme. Issues of different stakeholders are collected, which happen to be surprisingly different in each of the towns.

Different methods of analysis

This situation in a town in Uganda is interesting to analyse from two perspectives. From a Women-In-Development perspective (WID), looking at the town and these stakeholders, the position of the women water users deteriorated because first they could get water themselves from that water hole for free, carrying it uphill themselves, whilst now they have to pay for it, and quite a lot. The water from the taps is cheaper, but apparently also not safe, and most of the time not available. Even the women tap operators hardly benefit, since the taps keep breaking. A WID solution could be to suggest that the water hole is forbidden territory for the male vendors during some fixed times. However, the use of unsafe water would continue.

The second option is to analyse the situation from a Gender and Empowerment perspective. This understands that the interests of the vendors also need to be taken into account alongside those of women water users. These boys would prefer any other job, particularly an empowering work that would give them respect in the town instead of contempt. If they had other occupations they would stop vandalising the taps, and women could get low cost water from nearby standposts. Empowerment of the women would also result in them not being stopped by a group of young men at the water hole. They would go there together and make a point of getting their rights. Pauline and other tap operators would be able to make a living of this occupation if the taps have pressure all the time.

GWA contributes a Gender and Empowerment perspective to the wealth of experience gathered on local governance, on gender relations at the grass roots and on environmental and technical aspects, in the LVWATSAN programme, forming the foundation for an appropriate applied pro-poor capacity building programme.

Joke Muylwijk, May 2010, In Source Bulletin
General points about the GWA approach to Capacity Building and Training of Water Professionals

Who are the trainees?

There is a difference between addressing gender experts or sociologists with a training about gender on the one hand, and technical water professionals or practitioners on the other hand.

Technical people have to mainstream gender in their work, but we can’t expect from them to become gender specialists after a training of a few days. If we try to make them implement a complete Gender Analysis (with the four parts of the Caroline Moser framework), they will quit before they have ever started, because is too much work, and very complicated, time-consuming and therefore costly. Furthermore technicians have their own work, their own targets to reach. All we want is that water engineers and technicians know that it is in their own benefit to mainstream gender in a rather simple way.⁸

Point 1: Why to mainstream gender?

First the technical trainees have to be convinced WHY to mainstream gender: because it will make their own technical work more efficient, effective and sustainable. These aspects need to be explained, till they are really convinced. So to mainstream gender for them is not from a charity point of view, to help poor women. That may be so, but that should not be the reason for technicians to integrate gender in their work. It makes more chance if they learn to take into account the different needs and knowledge of different categories of women and men.

Point 2: How to mainstream gender?

After the WHY, they will learn HOW to mainstream gender in a simple way. This is by applying the empowerment approach.

Gender and Empowerment approach
Four interacting elements of empowerment:
- Socio-cultural identity, political participation, economic independence and physical integrity.
- These four are interrelated; the one cannot do without the other, and still call it empowerment.

---

⁸ It is important that we realise that poor women and men are very interested in the technological innovations, and in the infrastructure. We have to respect the technicians for their important work.
Every technician can remember these four elements, and understand the interaction if it is explained properly. Try not to make the training too difficult. It is not meant for the gender trainer to show how clever we are and how complicated our profession is, it is our duty to make it as simple as possible for technicians. 9

Empowerment can be used as an analysis of the current situation, a sort of baseline. It is also applied as objective. It is a way of looking at a situation in a certain context and at the position of people: women, men of different categories, children.

Everybody can, with a little bit of explanation, apply these four elements, and see what could be changed to enable people to empower themselves.

A gender approach is also that it is not just empowerment for women, also for men, especially poor men.

Then there is the point that people empower themselves, and that they are not empowered by somebody else. It is possible to help women and men to empower themselves to some extent, but they have to want to empower themselves, and if they don’t it will not happen.

Make sure the training is interactive, do not stick rigidly to the planned programme

The programme for the training, the number of days, depend a lot on the level, the understanding and the need of the participants. That is why the training has to be very interactive, lots of group work, and as trainer, be a facilitator, rather than a lecturer.

Processing of group work

Make sure the rich conversations of the groupwork do not get lost: documenting is important: make people write.

It is very important, that after the group work, when there has been a plenary presentation, that the issues they list are discussed. The idea is not to leave the participants all in confusion. After a one day training, it often happens that trainees are confused. But after a real training of a few days, they should not be confused anymore. They should also not be resistant against a gender approach any longer. They should understand that they are not threatened by a gender approach, but that it is in their advantage.

Because this relates to water programmes, as gender facilitator we need to give the examples as much as possible, related to water (and IWRM, and sanitation, and irrigation, and droughts, and floods, etc.)

Programmes:

After a few months or longer, a follow-up training will start with a recap of some concepts: Gender: as GWA facilitator we don’t tell what gender is, we ask what gender is. We make sure all aspects are mentioned. Only if we can’t make the participants think of the aspects, we add one or two aspects. If the previous time the training has been done well, this session takes a short time.

9 Then, outside the timeframe of this training, we, as sociologists, can make gender studies as complicated as we want for ourselves. Because, it is true, gender is not simple, so many different people, so many different ideas about relations between women and men.
Empowerment: we ask the same, and only add to it, if the group can’t come up with the four elements. If some of the participants come with invalid and sexist arguments, GWA facilitators try to make the other participants correct him or her. Experienced trainers know what to do in such situations.

After the recap it is important to know what the work of the participants is, to make sure that the subjects are relevant to them. Think of the Action Plans that have to be developed.

The context in the different states or countries will show different important issues. For strong results of group work it is important that the group knows what they need to discuss, that they don’t all do something else, and start to talk into all directions. Give handout with questions for the discussions.

The division of tasks between women and men, the question “who does what” is very relevant, but not in a simplistic way. Not all women do one specific thing and the men something else. Not all women are oppressed, and not all men are oppressors. Some women are not allowing other women to make any decisions about themselves. For example mothers in law. Not all men beat their wives. Not all men never involve their wives in decision-making.

**Gender Mainstreaming Action Plans**

All participants need to make action plans. In a first workshop they need to make a draft, or in case they have beforehand been told to take a draft with them to the training, that is even much better. In that case they can discuss and present their draft Gender Mainstreaming Action Plans.

**WiD versus GaD**

The details of these different approaches are irrelevant for technicians. Don’t explain them, unless they ask for an explanation.

**WiD words**: mothers, house wives, community, women’s activities, income generating activities, the role of women, it is culturally fixed, no change, teaching. These words should be used less, they are of the past and bring no improvement for poor people. Cut out WiD concepts as much as possible (such as “the role of women”, community development, women as mothers, women as victims only, charity, income generating activities for women and employment for men, etc.).

We have to make sure that a WiD approach is not applied anymore. It is important that gender deals with men and women. Men have to be involved, because women cannot be responsible for everything in this world. Men also should not be feeling left out. The participants of the workshop will want to make sure everybody knows how gender sensitive they are. They need some time for it, but not too much.

In training just apply a GaD empowerment approach yourself. Women are active agents of change.

**Gender approach words**: differences, power relations, gender relations, decision making, categories of people, empowerment, recognition, tasks, responsibilities, local knowledge, learning, participation.

GWA has various power point presentations, which you can use, or adapt if you like.

To explain GENDER, we ask each of the participants to mention one aspect, just one, and all a different one. See the slide. You One of the facilitators writes them on a flip-chart. In the end you check if all the important aspects are mentioned. Especially CHANGE. Gender can change.
Gender and diversity (gender+): not all women are the same and not all men are the same. Think of economic class, caste, minorities, especially indigenous people who often have less difference in power position between men and women, but all the more compared to non-indigenous people in India. Age is an important factor, and sometimes religion. Who can own land? Who is allowed to use the public water supply? Who has influence in decision making regarding where taps will be?

Gender Ideology is what people have as mindset. Everybody has an idea about gender relations and how to behave.

Empowerment: It cannot be only economic empowerment, that is not real empowerment. The four elements have to be all addressed for a person to be empowered (not just women).

Gender and IWRM: Link this to decision making and empowerment, if possible.

Presentations by participants. Of each of the organizations one person can present. Especially listen to the language used.

Participatory tools, participatory learning
List examples of tools and instruments which can be used to make all categories of people participate.

Opening of training:
Explanation of the programme: do the participants agree with the programme? Do they want to include some more subjects, which are important to them, and they can’t find it in the programme?
Also explain that they all need to make a draft Gender Mainstreaming Action Plan for the coming year or two, for the programme, either individually or as a team, but then also including the individual tasks. They will be coached by a GWA facilitator whilst implementing it (if the programme budget permits).

Recap of some concepts:
Gender and gender+ (aspects)
Gender ideology
Empowerment (components)
Major issues of:
- gender and drinking water
- gender and sanitation
- gender and water for agriculture
- gender and water for the environment

Don’t use power point presentations if you can help it. Although sometimes it is OK, for those who can read English and not understand much of it. If you still want to use power points: make them much more simple: only the subjects. Never read from a power point. Always talk from your head.

The major gender-and-water issues, how are they here in this country, state, district, cities, villages we are including in the programme, the social context. Which categories of people are empowered in what sense? Also: how is the division of work? Who does what? These are suitable subjects for group work. Following clear directions for group work, linked to the recap subjects.

Subjects for the second day:
Gender and Participation,
Gender and Networking and inclusion,
Gender and group mobilization,
the subjects which are particular for this programme.
Participatory tools and learning.

**Role Play**

*At the time of evaluation:* All participants explain what they have learnt and how they plan to mainstream gender differently now, instead of separate women’s activities.

*In the field trip,* the participants will try to look with an empowerment view: it should be part of their draft Gender Mainstreaming Action Plans to write the situation as it is now, the four elements, and what they expect these four elements to become after the programme intervention.
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